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medical tradition and take responsibility for their own
health.
We want people to do their own research and want them
to partner up with the products and us.
But then I think about how they have been brain washed
to take a pill to get rid of a symptom, for a very long time
by the media and doctors.
Doctors do not recognize drug side effects.
They will tell you that the symptoms you feel are not
drug side effects.
Doctors only recognize drug side effects 4% of the time.
Read When Magnesium Makes Me Worse and Go Slowly
When you do something to your body to cause it to change,
your body will change.
If you interpret that change as worse or horrible, that's
your mind whirling around and not doing you any good.
If magnesium is really good, why should you feel horrible
or have effects? Said lady from Magnesium Advocacy Group
You have to understand that if you have been living for
15, 20, 30 years with symptoms, the body is in a state of
some sort of imbalance.
To bring yourself back into balance, it is going to feel
different.
You have to realize there is going to be a shift. It doesn't
have to be big, especially if you go slowly.

10:26 Gentleman consulting about diabetes and yeast.

His blood sugar finger poke this morning was 129 compared
To 150 a few weeks ago.
He said, “Since I'm on a strict eating regime and am
very active, I would have expected more of a drop.”
Here, I thought it was great. 
You have to be patient when you have been ill for decades.
This is not a drug treatment that bashes down your sugar
and give you side effects.
This is going to origins and helping your body to get back
to normal.
There's all these levels of trying to encourage people to
get healthy, stay healthy, and to be patient.
Another person wrote, “How does one really replenish
this fickle mineral (magnesium)?”
Three years and haven't been able to shake arrhythmia.
I begin to think my head is holding me back.
Someone who is annoyed because they think they have to
do it all. They are putting so much of a burden on themselves
for the perfection of what I advise. I'm not that fanatic.
You do have to saturate yourself with magnesium.

It's very hard for people to step out of the allopathic

Been on yeast detox and ReLyte/ReMag for a month.



When I ask questions about people's magnesium levels and
what they are doing, there are reasons why a person's
magnesium is being fickle and is not saturating their bodies.

will do it best because you won't get laxative effect
while you get saturated.
Maintenance is for after you treat disease conditions.

internally.
15:42 Consult today with the person who was on IV magnesium

and was able to get off it.
Wife is convinced that he would be dead today if he

He's getting saturated with magnesium but goes into 
episodes of infections where he takes antibiotics.
I'm going to get into this more when I finally get my yeast
book and my yeast product. Yeast overgrowth uses
up magnesium.
Antibiotics create more yeast, such as sinus infections.
Mayo Clinic reports.
Layers people have to look at and work on if they want to
be healthy.
If you are creating contrast for yourself, you have to
look at modifying your behaviors and use transitional
treatments like a yeast protocol.
There are ways around what's going on out there that
keep it pretty simple, but you have to partner up and do
your own research about this.
The answers are within the archives of my show, I've

There's enough information that you can make a decision
on what to take. We can help you with how to take it.
But, you need to take responsibility for your decision.
The labyrinth of the mind that is making you think, “I should
be better than I am right now, and I'm not. Therefore,
something is wrong with either what I'm taking or what 
I'm told.” We are trying to get people beyond that.

19:48 People use their own disease, especially when it's weird,
Customer said he inflicted himself with an eye disease that
Only 3 people have, talked about his journey from 
blindness to 80/20 vision.
I said, “You are very creative. This is an amazing way to
exercise your power, your sovereignty, and prove how 
special you are.”
He had the whole gamut and wants to get back to
perfect vision.
You've had magnesium in your life because you decided

You have to know that magnesium will do the job; ReMag

Epsom salts baths, ReMag spray on your body, ReMag

hadn't found ReMag.

written booklets on ReMag and ReLyte, Ginney is writing
a book on RnA Drops.



you were going to make the biggest difference in the world.
If you can find the value of what's happened, and if you
can find the value of what happened as a responsible
action of your own creative process, you may be able to
come to more peace with that.

22:09
Is there something I can do to restore my hair?
No prescribed drugs.
Been on products for over a year.

If I had those symptoms, I would increase by a dropper

I would be measuring it in teaspoons rather than droppers.

You want to support your hormones which is what minerals
do.

24:42 Should people bump up their water with the minerals?
Half your body weight in ounces of water.

25:50 Does magnesium lower the sodium in our blood?
If it does, and I have low potassium and sodium already,
should we take less and can we work up to more?
Should I take potassium?
¼ tsp of sea salt in every pint of drinking water.
I don't now that magnesium specifically lowers sodium
but it will use up sodium in its metabolic functions.
That's why I mention drinking half your body weight in
ounces of water and ¼ tsp of sea salt in each pint of water.

past couple of years has limited the dosing of potassium.
You can only use 99 mg per dose maximum but
the daily RDA is 4,500 mg. You can't supplement your
potassium with pills.
Look up recipes for potassium broths.

Take a couple of cups of that today to get potassium.
When you talk about low potassium and sodium, you are
talking about adrenal depletion.

Adrenals and Thyroid.”
Rapid heart beat. Why?
It starts out of the blood for no reason.
It can be from your blood sugar going a bit low.
That relates to the adrenals being a bit weak.
Eat small frequent meals. Stay away from sugar.
Rest a lot.
Magnesium will support the adrenal glands really nicely
so they won't get triggered.
As long as you are taking the sea salt for your sodium, then

Hair loss on one side of my head but it is not alopecia.

Hair is about ReLyte. I would increase the ReLyte.

Every 4 or 5 days, but I'd max out at 2 ½ tsps of ReLyte.

Dosage of ReMag for hair loss is 1 tsp three times a day.

As for potassium, I put that in ReLyte, but the FDA in the

Vegetable broths, i.e., the skins of vegetables like potatoes.

Read my ReLyte booklet or go to the blog, “Balancing



magnesium is not detrimental.

know where your levels are.
Went from 6.7 to 6.5.

the other minerals and the sea salt, hydrating.
Stay away from sugars to keep your sugars balanced.
I would take more magnesium.
What about root canals? Should people get them removed?
You have to have them analyzed by a good holistic
dentist.
Some of them get infected in the deep root and some
have mercury.
You have to have it assessed with a good x-ray.
There's no blanket statement about root canals.

gums.

mailing list.
1-2 weeks until the products are available on the new site.

36:29 Body Electric diet – lost 100 lbs.

2013. 

in the morning.
Have upper arm pain in right arm and feet are sore.
Am I overdosing?
Doesn't look like enough magnesium.
I would encourage people to test their droppers out so they
get the amounts in teaspoons.
Not getting enough minerals to pull fluid out of tissues and
get them where they belong.

I don't think you are getting enough magnesium is my main
comment.

39:09 Reading the Magnesium Miracle now.
Am going to order my Magnesium RBC test this week.

Deep Vein Thrombosis and went into Pulmonary Embolisms.
I am 66 years old.

No exercise, not enough water, high blood pressure, 
overweight because I sit and design software all day.
Also has a heart murmur – aortic.

Go get requestatest.com Magnesium RBC test so that you

If you are still having symptoms, I'd be doing ReLyte for

RnA Drops are very beneficial in the mouth.
If you have any mouth concerns, apply RnA Drops to your

You can go to http://rnadropstrialoffer.com and get on the

On all the products since January, 2012 and ReLyte since June,

I feel great but sometimes a little anxious after expressos

Get Magnesium RBC test at requestatest.com.

Therapeutic dose for magnesium it 2-3 tsps per day.
Some people find that they need 1 tsp of ReLyte twice a day.

DVTs in both legals. Pes in both lungs.

Doctor says I'll be on warfarin for the rest of my life.

http://rnadropstrialoffer.com/


Aortic murmur is calcification and magnesium can help that.
Get over the words the doctor said, “You have a 10% chance
of survival.”
Mind is saying to your body, “You are living on borrowed 
Time.”
Your body can survive whatever you want it to survive.
It's up to you whether you want to survive.
You bumped into an angel at the health food store.
You obviously want to be healthier and happier.
In your case, you want something that will get the
labyrinth of your mind out of the way to your great and
perfect chance to claim your health.
With being a software developer, you are too much in your
mind.
Call next week and tell us the levels.

There are so many people on blood thinners because they
are dehydrated.
Proper function of the body can't happen without having
enough water.
When you are on the computer all the time, you don't
think of your physical body because you are living in a 
virtual reality.
Once you switch all that input to your body, your blood will
be thin.

You don't have to be the person with a target on you.
Magnesium is a natural way to get rid of the calcium.

put tension on the veins that will cramp and cause a clot.
You are going to have a bit of an adventure getting your
body back to where it should be.
When the magnesium starts to work and come into balance,
I have to take pro time tests every six weeks.
I think it's a way to make sure that your blood is thinned

You could ask your doctors about that.
Is that a way for you to know your blood is no longer

Live cell microscopy? What I've seen in NY with my patients,
they say all the words that deal with dehydration and
clumpy.
I'd have then drink a quart of water and retake the test.
The blood would be thin.
These are some of the things you are going to have to do
your research and get your mind clear about what you want
to do.
It's close to the problem people have with Atrial Fibrillation.

Get on ReMag, ReLyte, and ReAline.

I wouldn't think I would need the warfarin at some point.

When your muscles in your legs are tight and crampy, they'll

enough but not too thin with the warfarin.

hyper clottable.



I have a number of people that get on magnesium and
make lifestyle changes, they decide to get off their
medication.

52:41 Created a deep abrasion in my mouth when tooth brush
slipped.

53:40 Longstanding problem with two throbbing teeth is coming
to resolution.

On a hair test, my lithium is low. What causes this?
Lithium is a treatment for manic depression.
I don't pay a lot of attention to it. Don't take supplements.
If you do the sea salt, there's a bit of lithium in that.
I'd suggest you step away from hair analysis.

Upped RnA Drops. The abrasion totally healed within 3 days.

It was due to Vit D deficiency.
I'm using Green Pastures Cod Liver Oil, ReLyte, and ReMag.
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